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Manufacturing Traceability and High Output 
Circular Economy Farming
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SOYAL uses Industrial I/O Series of AR-401-IO-1709R for clean room interlocking solution. Not only the construction 
mechanism is easy to implement, but it provides simple wiring and convenient for maintenance in the future. Varies from 
2-8 doors interlocking, each door access can be selected from access control (user identification) or simply just by push 
button combined with door lock, door sensor, and buzzer to complete the solution. The clean room is equipped with card 
reader in front of the changing room. All staffs need to enter clean room first to enter and exit the manufacturing area.

SOYAL aims to improve the quality of agriculture and farming productivity by saving more resources, provide sustainable and 
circular economy solution. The three main aspects to enhance the management of agricultural that includes decision-making 
to schedule when to adjust lightning, turn on sprinkle, adjust temperature based on the detection of environment temperature 
and humidity control and water tower quantity level. That way, farming efficiency is increased and no more resources go to 
waste such as sprinkle water on rainy day, turn on lightning during day time, self-adjusted environmental temperature based 
on the standard requirement, and real-time monitoring of the growing crops environment.

Operator can only operate machinery by inserting authorized card to start the machinery power, implementing safety and 
protection measurement during work, and obtain real-time onsite monitoring status. Every carton packaging is equipped with 
QRCode label that contains information such as model number and quantity to directly scanned by QRCode reader that is 
installed in robotic arm to auto scan each box. To implement quick and efficient production process, every workstation is 
installed with access control in conveyor belt, after machinery done the production, it will be transported to conveyor belt for 
assembly, finally each carton box is labeled with QRCode that robotic arm scanned the QRCode and moved it to the truck. 
The whole system is controlled by access control and QRCode reader to detect manufacture traceability and get real-time 
status if abnormal event occured.

SOYAL cloud computer room management provides automatic solution integrated with electronic devices such as air 
conditioner, lightning, energy managemnet, and access control all managed by the same management system platform 
achieved centralized system and easy to maintain. Through smart environment detection devices adjustable based on a 
certain condition to provide smart energy saving management which is the core to improve indoor environment management 
such as temperature, air quality, lightning, and other element that is controlable by the system.

SOYAL Industrial I/O Series in Modbus interface to improve traditional factory into smart factory by monitoring and con-
trol factory equipment and device such as air duct ventilation, smoke detector, emergency rescue devices, fire alarm 
panel, and fire detector device. Fire detector device combined with fire alarm panel directly connect to SOYAL access 
control devices to implement complete solution of fire escape solution


